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Abstract— In this paper, we present an online landmark
selection method for distributed long-term visual localization
systems in bandwidth-constrained environments. Sharing a
common map for online localization provides a fleet of au-
tonomous vehicles with the possibility to maintain and access
a consistent map source, and therefore reduce redundancy
while increasing efficiency. However, connectivity over a mobile
network imposes strict bandwidth constraints and thus the need
to minimize the amount of exchanged data. The wide range of
varying appearance conditions encountered during long-term
visual localization offers the potential to reduce data usage by
extracting only those visual cues which are relevant at the given
time. Motivated by this, we propose an unsupervised method
of adaptively selecting landmarks according to how likely these
landmarks are to be observable under the prevailing appear-
ance condition. The ranking function this selection is based
upon exploits landmark co-observability statistics collected in
past traversals through the mapped area. Evaluation is per-
formed over different outdoor environments, large time-scales
and varying appearance conditions, including the extreme tran-
sition from day-time to night-time, demonstrating that with our
appearance-dependent selection method, we can significantly
reduce the amount of landmarks used for localization while
maintaining or even improving the localization performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem to be tackled to enable fully
autonomous driving is the cooperation and coordination
among multiple vehicles, including sharing and exchanging
information. This will be a key aspect for the success in
coping with the complexity, variability, and volatility of
typical urban environments. Especially for the task of lo-
calization and mapping, sharing and maintaining a common
map offers a high potential for reducing data redundancy
and for providing timely up-to-date maps. Vehicles will be
required to exchange data among themselves, and/or with
a common cloud-based map-service. Since bandwidth on
mobile data networks is a scarce resource, it is pivotal to
minimize the amount of information exchanged. This is
particularly important for visual localization and mapping,
where appearance variations generate the need to store many
different representations for each location [1], [2].
To approach this problem, we propose an online landmark
selection method which - without losing localization perfor-
mance - is able to significantly reduce the amount of data
exchanged between the vehicle and its map source.
The general principle of the method can be summarized
as follows:
Fig. 1: A schematic illustration of a distributed visual localization
system using online landmark selection. A vehicle continually
receives selective visual landmarks for localization from a cloud-
based map server during operation, while transmitting back its pose
and information about recently observed landmarks. In the depicted
situation, landmarks L4 L5 and L9 have recently been observed,
therefore their IDs, plus a rough initial estimate of the vehicle’s
current pose are transmitted to the map server. In response, a subset
of relevant landmarks, consisting of L3, L6 and L10 are transmitted
back to the vehicle and used for subsequent localization.
• The prevailing appearance condition of the environment
is inferred from landmarks observed in recent local-
ization attempts during a traversal through the mapped
area.
• Using this information, all landmarks in a spatially local
neighborhood (the candidate landmarks) are ranked
according to how likely they are to be observed in sub-
sequent localization attempts along the same traversal.
• A selected subset of top-ranked candidate landmarks is
transferred back to the vehicle and used for localization.
Localization can then be performed on the vehicle, based
on the selection of suitable landmarks, which is computed
on a remote map server and sent to the vehicle. The data
exchanged during each localization attempt consists of a
rough initial estimate of the vehicle’s current pose, references
(e.g. IDs) to recently observed landmarks, and a reduced
set of selected landmarks. A schematic illustration of this
distributed localization paradigm can be found in figure 1.
The key for an effective landmark selection is the ranking
process. In our approach, this ranking is performed in an
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unsupervised manner, based on co-observability statistics
between a candidate landmark and a set of recently observed
landmarks collected in past traversals through the same area.
The main contribution of the proposed approach is the
derivation of an online landmark selection method based on
co-observability statistics. The motivation for this work is the
need for a localization and mapping strategy, that can deal
with the bandwidth-constrained settings found in distributed
systems operating in changing environments. In particular,
our approach provides the following features:
• Efficient and accurate localization using only an
appearance-dependent subset of landmarks inferred at
runtime in an unsupervised manner.
• The size of the selected subset is adaptable to prevailing
bandwidth restrictions.
• Computational demands on the vehicle are reduced by
significantly cutting down the amount of input data used
for localization.
We evaluate our approach in two complementary scenar-
ios. In the first scenario, our landmark selection method is
evaluated in a long-term experiment on an outdoor parking-
lot, covering day-time conditions observed over the time
frame of one year. In the second scenario, our method is
evaluated in a small city environment, covering extreme
appearance changes from day-time to night-time over the
time frame of one day. The results validate our approach
by showing that with our landmark selection method, we
significantly reduce the amount of data exchanged between
the vehicle and the map, while maintaining comparable or
even better localization performance than if all data is used.
Note that despite us partly drawing the motivation for
this work from a cooperative multi-vehicle scenario, the
algorithm is evaluated in a distributed single-vehicle set-up.
That is, a single vehicle localizes against a potentially remote
cloud-based map-server, attempting to minimize the band-
width usage while maintaining the localization performance.
The method shown readily generalizes to and taps its full
potential in a multi-vehicle set-up.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
In section II, our proposed selection method is put into
context with other related work. Section III and IV derive the
underlying appearance-based landmark ranking function the
selection method is based upon, before an evaluation thereof
is presented in section V. To conclude, we summarize our
findings and discuss future work in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Extensive efforts have been made in the past years to
adapt visual localization systems for long-term operation and
resource-constrained environments. The methods presented
in [3], [4], [5] all involve an adaptive selection of either
landmarks or visual views in order to bound the growth
of maps, while accounting for an environment subject to
appearance change. This selection may be based on a short-
term/long-term memory model [3], on clustering techniques
[4], or on random pruning in neighbourhoods of high data
density [5]. Similarly, the summary-mapping techniques pro-
posed in [2] and [6] aim at maintaining as compact and small
a map representation as possible, while at the same time
covering a high degree of variance in appearance. All of these
methods have in common, that the selection is an offline
process performed prior to and/or independent of the robot’s
next operation. In contrast to that, our proposed selection
method is an online process, selecting landmarks at runtime
according to the prevailing appearance conditions, without
modifying the underlying map.
In [7], an online selection algorithm is presented that is,
as in our case, adaptive to appearance conditions. Rather
than reasoning over relevant landmarks, different visual
“experiences” are prioritized for localization on resource
constrained platforms. In contrast to this setting based on
“experiences”, all landmarks that we select are expressed
in a common coordinate frame, which allows the poses
of the vehicle to also be estimated in a common frame,
independent of what landmarks are selected and hence what
appearance condition the vehicle is exposed to. This enables
a seamless integration of our method with other modules
of an autonomous vehicle, such as planning, navigation,
and control. Furthermore, by performing selection at the
level of individual landmarks, our approach is more closely
linked to the underlying environmental features. In this way,
accounting for the fact that many landmarks may be shared
among similar appearance conditions while others may be
very distinct to certain conditions is implicitly handled by
our framework.
Landmark selection has also been studied in connection
with specific tasks like path-planning and obstacle avoid-
ance. The method presented by [8] selects those landmark
measurements from a map, which maximize the utility wrt. a
predefined task, such as collision-free navigation. In contrast,
the method we present selects landmarks based on the ap-
pearance condition the robot is exposed to during operation.
Recently, landmark co-occurrence statistics have been in-
creasingly exploited in the context of place-recognition. In
[9] co-occurrence information is used to infer which types of
features are often seen together, as this helps distinguishing
places. Furthermore, in [10], [11], and [12] places are de-
scribed and identified by constellations of visible landmarks
or features grouped based on co-observability, therefore in-
corporating pseudo-geometric information in their represen-
tation. Similarly, the works of [13] and [14] rely on landmark
co-occurence statistics for prioritizing relevant landmarks or
environments for improved place-recognition efficiency. The
clear correlation between the appearance of the environment
and the co-observability of landmarks demonstrated in these
works has inspired the selection algorithm presented in this
paper. However, we propose to use the co-observability
statistics in order to achieve a different goal, namely to infer
which landmarks are likely to be observable in the near future
during online operation, allowing to minimize data exchange.
Along that line, the work presented in [15] is similar
to ours, as they learn co-observability relationships across
different appearance conditions in order to predict the current
operating condition of the robot. The main difference is
that their co-observability prediction is performed on the
level of camera images, whereas we propose to exploit
co-observability on the level of individual 3D landmarks,
contained in a sparse geometric visual map.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a scenario in which iterative visual local-
ization systems, such as the ones described in [2], [16]
or [1], are used for periodic correction of pose estimates
obtained from odometry. The underlying map is assumed
to be stored as a pose-graph in a multi-session SLAM
framework, as described in [17], which contains information
about landmarks (position estimates and feature descriptors
of respective observations). Additionally, bundle adjustment
and loop-closure [18] have been performed to merge identical
landmarks observed in multiple mapping sessions, register
the maps to each other and refine the resulting joint map.
Each of the mapping sessions that is used for generating
the multi-session map may have been recorded at different
times, with possibly very different appearance conditions.
Therefore, the observability of individual landmarks is highly
variable and not all are equally useful for localization under
a specific appearance condition. In a scenario as described
in section I, where the map is located on a cloud-based
server, a decision has to be made about which landmarks to
use, and hence transmit to the vehicle, for each localization
attempt during online operation. In order to support this
decision, the vehicle provides the server with a rough initial
pose estimate and information on which landmarks have
recently been observed along the trajectory. Based upon this
information, we propose a landmark selection method aimed
at only selecting those landmarks for transmission to the
vehicle, which are deemed likely observable, and thus useful
for localization.
In particular, we are interested in the following landmark
ranking function:
fTWBk ,Vk−1(l) := P(l | TWBk ,Vk−1) (1)
It denotes the probability of observing landmark l at time
tk, given an initial estimate of the vehicle’s pose denoted
by TWBk , and a list of recently observed landmarks before
time tk denoted by Vk−1. In order to improve readability,
we use abbreviated symbols T and V for the remainder of
this section.
IV. PROBABILISTIC LANDMARK RANKING
Using Bayes’ rule, expression 1 can be reformulated as
P(l | T ,V) = P(V | l, T ) ·P(l | T )
P(V | T ) (2)
Probability P(V | T ) is a fixed constant and does not
influence the ranking of landmarks, whereas P(l | T )
denotes the pose dependent probability of observing
landmark l at time tk. We model the latter with a uniform
distribution over all landmarks observed from within a
given radius r around the estimate of the vehicle’s pose
Fig. 2: The co-observability graph represents which landmarks
(vertices) have been co-observed how often in the past (edges).
From knowing which landmarks have recently been observed along
the current traversal (V , orange), our goal is to decide how likely a
candidate landmark (blue) is to be observed at the current time-step.
T , and zero for other landmarks. In practice, this allows
retrieving an appearance-independent tight spatial subset of
possibly observable candidate landmarks, denoted by Ck,
as described in [19], which are then ranked according to
P(V | l, T ).
The term P(V | l, T ) can be interpreted as the probability
of having recently observed the set of landmarks V , given an
estimate of the vehicle’s current pose T and that landmark l
is observed at time tk. Since past landmark observations are
independent of the current vehicle’s pose, we can reformulate
as follows:
P(V | l, T ) = P(V | l) (3)
From a frequentist’s perspective, P(V | l) could be
approximated by the number of times, all landmarks in
V and l have been observed together in the past, divided
by how often l was observed. For such a quantification to
hold as a good approximation, the amount of co-observation
data must be very high and no ”appearance-outliers” (i.e.
landmarks recently observed although they do not conform
with the overall prevailing appearance condition) may be
present in V - two requirements unlikely met in practical
applications. We therefore propose to approximate P(V |
l) by explicitly accounting for limited statistical data and
possible ”appearance-outliers”.
We assume the multi-session map has been generated from
datasets representing traversals through the mapped area
under different appearance conditions, possibly augmented
with additional co-observation statistics from further traver-
sals through the map. Thus, we interpret the set of all past
traversals, denoted by Z, as an enumeration over appearance
conditions represented in the multi-session map. With this,
we can use the law of total probability in order to obtain the
following decomposition:
P(V | l) =
∑
z∈Z
P(V | z, l) ·P(z | l) (4)
We model P(z | l) with a uniform distribution over all
traversals z in which l was observed, and zero for all
other traversals. For a traversal observing l, the likelihood
P(V | z, l) becomes independent of l, and we can thus
reformulate (4) as:
P(V | l) = 1|Z′|
∑
z∈Z′
P(V | z) (5)
where Z′ denotes all traversals in Z where l was observed
in. Due to the fact that this appearance term P(V | l) is
only evaluated for a spatially local subset of landmarks C
(retrieved evaluating P(l | T )) and the appearance condition
is assumed to be locally stable, both in a spatial and temporal
manner, it suffices to consider a landmark as observed in
traversal z if it has been observed at least once along the
traversal, regardless of the place or time. Analogously, two
landmarks are considered co-observed in a traversal z, if both
of them have been observed at least once in z, at potentially
different times and places.
For each of these past traversals in Z′ either none, some
or even all landmarks in V were observed. To account for
potential ”appearance-outliers”, we model the probability
P(V | z), namely the probability of observing V in traversal
z, to be equal to the fraction of landmarks in V actually
observed in traversal z.
In conclusion, we can express our ranking function as
follows:
fT ,V(l) =
1
|Z′|
∑
z∈Z′
|Vz| (6)
where |Vz| denotes the number of landmarks of V that
were observed in traversal z. For simplicity, the constant
denominator |V| is omitted from the sum as it does not
influence the ranking.
An intuitive graphical interpretation of this ranking func-
tion is shown in figure 2, where landmarks are represented
as vertices and the co-observation relation as weighted edges
connecting them. The landmarks colored in orange denote
the recent observations V , while the candidate landmark
is colored in blue. The score of candidate l according
to the presented ranking function corresponds to the sum
of co-observation connections into V , normalized by the
total number of traversals observing l. It represents how
tightly a candidate is connected to the set V in the pair-
wise co-observation graph. Hence, candidates with a strong
connection into V are favored over those with only a weak
connection, relating to how likely the given candidates are
co-observed with V .
V. EVALUATION
The proposed landmark selection method exploits varying
appearance conditions expressed in a single multi-session
map of sparse landmarks. In order to be able to build such
multi-session maps, sufficient data must be collected during
the mapping phase, that is diverse enough to cover several
different conditions, while exhibiting also some overlap in
appearance. To the best of our knowledge, no publicly
available datasets fulfill these criteria. We therefore evaluate
our selection method in two complementary experimental
scenarios using our own datasets recorded for the purpose
of evaluating long-term visual localization and mapping.
(a) 10/16/2013 (b) 12/06/2013 (c) 07/16/2014
Fig. 3: Example images from the parking-lot environment, showing
the varying appearance conditions induced by changes in lighting,
weather, as well as foliage.
(a) 15:15 (b) 17:08 (c) 18:05
Fig. 4: Example images from the city environment, showing the
changes in appearance from day to night.
In scenario A, a multi-session map of an open-space
parking lot area is created, with datasets spanning over one
year, covering the entire range of weather conditions and
seasonal change. In scenario B, a city environment is mapped
over the course of six hours from day-time to night, covering
the most extreme change in appearance from daylight to
night-time under artificial street lighting.
A total of 31 traversals of the parking lot environment
(roughly 155m each) and 26 traversals of the city envi-
ronment (roughly 455m each) were recorded, resulting in
an accumulated driving distance of about 16.5km. For each
environment, half of the recordings distributed over the re-
spective time spans were used to build the map and augment
the co-observability data, while the other half (≈ 8km) were
used for the evaluation. Example images from each of the
two environments can be seen in figures 3 and 4.
The vehicle’s sensor setup consists of four wide-angle
fish-eye cameras - one in each cardinal direction - and
wheel odometry sensors. The cameras run at a frame-rate of
12.5Hz. All images were recorded in gray-scale and down-
scaled to 640px x 480px.
During each traversal, localization is performed iteratively.
For each image, a rough initial pose estimate is calculated
(based on the previous pose estimate and integrated wheel
odometry), a candidate set Ck is retrieved, from where a
top-ranked subset of landmarks is selected yielding Sk,
landmark-keypoint matches are formed, the initial pose es-
timate is refined using a non-linear least-squares estimator,
and a final match classification step distinguishes between
inliers and outliers. The landmarks associated with these
inlier matches are considered the observed landmarks at a
given time tk, as described in section III, and are denoted
by Ok.
In V , we only keep observed landmarks from the previous
localization (i.e. from time tk−1), since in our experimental
scenarios, no significant improvement was observable when
extending V over a longer time window.
A. Ranking function and selection policies
We aim at demonstrating that with our selection method,
we can significantly reduce the number of landmarks used
for localization while simultaneously maintaining a simi-
lar localization performance. For this, we evaluate several
performance metrics for three different selection policies: i)
using the ranking function derived in section III and IV, ii)
random selection, and iii) simply selecting all landmarks. The
latter marks the baseline for our experiments, while random
selection constitutes a lower bound for the quality of our
ranking-based selection.
We formally define the selection policy as follows:
Ω(C, f(), r,m) := Select n top-ranked landmarks
where n = min(r ∗ |C|,m), based on a selection ratio r
and a maximum number of landmarks m. Consequently,
Ω(C, f(), 1.0,∞) corresponds to selecting all landmarks.
While parameter m directly relates to some fixed constraint
on the available network bandwidth, the selection ratio r
prevents the algorithm to select poorly ranked landmarks in
spatial locations of generally few visual cues (small |C|). For
the sake of notational brevity, we abbreviate Ω(C, f(), r,m)
by Ω(f(), r,m) in the plots shown. With frank() we refer
to the ranking function derived in section III and IV, while
frand() denotes a random uniform ranking across C.
B. Metrics
The following metrics are evaluated and respective exper-
imental results are presented in the remaining subsections.
a) Ratio between the number of selected landmarks and the
number of candidate landmarks:
rselk :=
| Sk |
| Ck |
This metric directly relates to the amount of data trans-
mission saved by performing landmark selection.
b) Ratio between the number of observed landmarks with
and without a selection at a given time tk:
robsk :=
|OΩ(frank(),r,m)k |
|OΩ(f(),1.0,∞)k |
The number of observed landmarks constitutes a good indi-
cator of the resulting pose estimate’s accuracy (see [2]) and
the ratio robsk is directly related to how well the selection
predicts the current appearance condition. An ideal landmark
selection method would achieve a ratio close to 1.0, with a
significantly reduced number of selected landmarks.
c) RMS errors for translation and orientation wrt. wheel-
odometry:
For each localization attempt, the transformation between the
initial rough pose estimate, based on the visual pose estimate
from tk−1 and forward integrated wheel-odometry, and the
refined visual pose estimate from tk, can be computed, and
is denoted by TBestk Bodok . Conceptually, this transformation
corresponds to the odometry drift correction. While wheel-
odometry accumulates drift over time, it is locally very
Fig. 5: Illustration of the relation between the average number of se-
lected landmarks and the average number of observed landmarks for
datasets from the parking-lot scenario. The lower bars (between 20-
30%) correspond to the average percentage of selected landmarks
rsel, while the upper bars (between 75-100%) show the average
percentage of observed landmarks robs.
smooth. Since this refined visual pose estimate is only based
on the positions of the matched landmarks, and in particular
no odometry fusion is performed, the magnitude of TBestk Bodok
is dominated by the uncertainty of the visual estimate.
We compute separate RMS errors for both the translational
and rotational component of TBestk Bodok . Note that this metric
does not describe the absolute localization accuracy. It only
constitutes an indicator for the relative uncertainty of the
visual pose estimates allowing a comparison between the
three cases of selecting all landmarks, random selection, and
ranking-based selection.
C. Parking-Lot experiments
Figure 5 shows the relation between selected landmarks
and observed landmarks for the parking-lot experiment.
For each dataset, three different sets of selection policy
parameters are evaluated, corresponding to more and less
strict landmark selection. While on average only 20-30% of
the total landmarks are used for localization, the ratio of
observed landmarks with and without selection still remains
between about 75-100%. For the dataset recorded on April
30th 2014, the average robs value even lies slightly above
100%. This is due to the fact that by eliminating landmarks
inconsistent with the current appearance prior to the 2D-3D
matching, the chance of wrong keypoint-landmark associ-
ations is reduced, potentially yielding even more observed
landmarks in the case of ranking-based selection as compared
to if all landmarks are selected.
In addition, figure 6 shows the RMS error for translation
and orientation for the three cases of using all landmarks,
ranking-based selection, and random selection - the latter
two with r = 0.3 and m = 1800. From this plot, we
Fig. 6: RMS error in translation and rotation wrt. wheel odometry
for the parking-lot scenario. In green, the RMS error is shown
for the case where all landmarks are used, while black diamonds
indicate results from random selection, and red crosses for the
proposed ranking-based selection method.
see that the rotational component is mainly unaffected by
the landmark selection, while there is a slight increase
in the RMS error for the translational part. In effect, the
decrease in the number of observed landmarks results in
a slightly less well constrained position estimate, whereas
the orientation remains well constrained even with fewer
observed landmarks. This is due to the fact, that, for a pure
visual pose estimate, the translational component strongly
depends on the spatial distribution of observed landmarks,
especially on their distance from the vehicle, while the
orientation does not. However, the translational RMS error
remains significantly lower than for the case of random
selection, indicating meaningful landmark selection with the
proposed ranking function.
D. City Environment experiments
Figure 7 again shows the relationship between the ratio
of selected and observed landmarks, this time for the city
environment. During daytime, an average observation ra-
tio between 60% and 90% is achieved, depending on the
strictness of selection, while at night-time, 100% is reached
almost independent of how many landmarks were selected.
In contrast to the year-long parking-lot scenario with a high
number of varying appearance conditions, in this scenario,
we essentially have two very distinct conditions, namely day-
time, and night-time, with a far greater total number of land-
marks at day-time than at night-time. Therefore, selecting
even as much as 40% of the candidate landmarks at day-time
may still exclude valid day-time landmarks, simply because
of the limited number of selected landmarks. At night-time,
Fig. 7: Illustration of the relation between the average ratio of
selected rsel and the average ratio of observed landmarks robs for
the city environment datasets.
the opposite is true, where even a very strict selection of
below 20% allows selecting all relevant landmarks under
this condition. This effect is also well visible in the RMS
error plots in figure 8. At day-time, even a random selection
performs relatively well, since the day-time landmarks are in
vast majority. At night-time, however, our ranking function
not only outperforms a random selection, but even achieves
slightly better results than when all landmarks are selected.
As already mentioned above, this is due to the reduced
chance of forming wrong keypoint-landmark associations,
allowing to achieve a more robust pose estimate.
E. Shared vs. appearance-specific landmarks
In order to demonstrate that our selection method favors
different landmarks under different appearance conditions,
we evaluate the pair-wise fraction of jointly selected land-
marks between two datasets.
The results are depicted in figure 9 for the two scenarios
and a selection ratio r = 0.25 and maximum number of
landmarks m = 1800.
For the parking-lot scenario, a clear seasonal pattern can
be observed, whereas for the city environment, a shift from
day-time to night–time landmarks is visible. About 10% of
the landmarks selected in any dataset are jointly selected in
all datasets for the parking-lot scenario, whereas this fraction
is as low as 2.5% for the city-environment.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented an appearance-based landmark se-
lection method for visual localization systems allowing to
significantly reduce the data exchange during online op-
eration between a vehicle and a cloud-based map server.
Using a simple ranking function, we can distinguish between
landmarks that are useful and not useful for localization un-
der the current appearance conditions, using co-observation
statistics from previous traversals through the mapped area.
Fig. 8: RMS error in translation and rotation wrt. wheel odometry
for the city environment scenario. Green corresponds to using
all landmarks, while the black diamonds indicate results from
random selection, and red crosses from the proposed ranking-based
selection method.
Fig. 9: Fraction of jointly selected landmarks between individual
datasets.
The selection method is evaluated in two environments
undergoing long-term seasonal and weather change on the
one side, and a full transition from day- to night-time on the
other side, in combination covering a large extent of possible
appearance variations for a visual localization system. The
number of landmarks used for localization under a specific
appearance condition can be reduced to as little as 30%
while still achieving localization performance comparable
to when all landmarks are used instead. Importantly, in
environments undergoing extreme changes in appearance
with a clear association of landmarks to the appearance (e.g.
day-time and night-time) a very precise selection is possible,
even outperforming the case where all available landmarks
are used. However, the results of the day/night experiment
further show that defining an appearance-independent num-
ber of landmarks to select at each time-step may not ade-
quately account for the potentially very unbalanced number
of landmarks useful under a certain appearance condition.
Therefore, in future work, more complex selection policies
adapting the number of landmarks to select to the prevailing
appearance condition ought to be investigated. In addition to
that, more sophisticated appearance outlier detection could
further improve the results. Last but not least, extending
our appearance-based ranking function with further aspects,
such as the spatial distribution and uncertainty of landmark
positions, and/or combining it with summary-map techniques
such as the ones presented in [2] or [6], could significantly
boost the performance and yield better localization accuracy
with even fewer selected landmarks.
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